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The amazing The amazing 
Banshan hotelsBanshan hotels

Three generationsThree generations
one missionone mission
洱海边的治水人洱海边的治水人

20 years on, Li 
keeps painting 
rural Kunming    
20 年，她用画笔留住“乡愁”

Hemu Village: where 
camellia flowers vie 
for fragrance
和睦村：茶花香 茶油更香

Beef roasted with 
vinegar 

酸牛肉烧烤：当牛肉遇上酸醋

乐游云南，住半山酒店乐游云南，住半山酒店
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The gifts of coffee beans, tea and embroidery presented by Yunnan 
villagers were recently sent to representatives of other member states of the 
UN Security Council by Zhang Jun, China’s permanent representative to the 
United Nations.

“An embroidery, a small bag of coffee beans and also a box of tea. These 
are not special gifts. But these are indeed special gifts because they are from the 
villagers of remote counties in Yunnan, China,” said Zhang Jun via a video to the 
representatives on May 3. 

A token of Chinese people’s best wishes for world peace and a happy life, the 
gifts were produced by villagers in counties in southwest Yunnan’s Pu’er City and 
southeast Yunnan’s Wenshan Zhuang and Miao Autonomous Prefecture.

The counties suffered poverty for decades. Thanks to the great efforts made by 
the central and local government, they had been lifted out of extreme poverty. “So 
we can see that what you are receiving is not only some tea, coffee, cultural product, 
but also villagers’ kindness, friendship and willingness to enjoy a happier life with 
the rest of the world,” Zhang added.

Knowing that their products have reached the UN Security Council as gifts 
to representatives of the member states, the Yunnan villagers are in a state of 
excitement these days.

“My tea planting area has grown from 0.6 mu to 20 mu, with an output 
of 2.5 tons of tea and a sales of 20,000 yuan annually. The life will become 
better and better,” said Bao Hongguang, a tea farmer from the Nuobo Village, 
Lancang County in Pu’er City. Bao hoped he could share his happiness at the 
UN headquarters.

“By planting coffee, our village has changed a lot in comparison with the past. 
Through the efforts of the past few years, now every household lives in a villa,” Ye 
Ping, a coffee producer from Menglian County in Pu’er.

Zhang Fengxian, an embroiderer from Guangnan County of Wenshan said she 
was so excited at the news that the Zhuang ethnic embroidery has presence at the 
world stage of the UN. Zhang picked up embroidery at the age of 7, and she set up 
an embroidery cooperative years ago, in a bid to help more villagers out of poverty.

 (Source: Xinhua; Trans-editing by Wang Shi Xue)

Gifts from Yunnan villagers reach 
UN Security Council
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Recently,  the f lame trees 

entered their flowering season 

in Qiaoj ia County,  northeast 

Y u n n a n ’ s  Z h a o t o n g  C i t y , 

presenting gorgeous views. The 

photos here show that students 

walk under the flame trees in 

Qiaojia First Middle School. 

（CNS photo）

近日，昭通市巧家县的凤凰树繁花

盛开，绚烂如火。图为巧家县第一中学

校园内，学生们从凤凰树下走过。( 中

新社 图 )

The Wanfeng Mountain Nature Reserve is located in east Yunnan’s Luoping County. In the past, because of 

the stone desertization, ecological environment deteriorated. After decades of eco-restoration efforts, the natural 

environment has been largely improved, attracting wild beasts and birds to live in the nature reserve. Now more 

than 2,000 rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) have been discovered in the reserve. （CNS photo）

万峰山自然保护区位于云南省罗平县，过去由于石漠化严重，生态环境较恶劣。经过十多年持续修复，生态环境逐步改善，

目前在保护区已发现 2000 多只野生猕猴。( 中新社 图 )
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 A traditional ceremony for 
planting rice seedlings was held on 
April 29 at the Hani terraced paddy 
fields in south Yunnan’s Yuanyang 
County, showing live the ancient 
farming customs. 

The terraced fields in Yuanyang 
made it onto the UNESCO World 
Heritage list in 2013. The agricultural 
wonder was created by the Hani, an 
ethnic group that mostly inhabits 
areas near the Ailao Mountains. 
(Source: Yunnan Daily; Trans-editing 
by Wang Shixue)

In Hekou Yao Autonomous County, south Yunnan’s 
Honghe prefecture, the peacock flower has entered its 
blooming season, blanketing treetops on the street with its 
flaming red flowers. The tree usually blooms from May to 
August every year. Adorned in a swathe of blossoms, the 
county that borders north Vietnam takes on a more vibrant 
vibe in summer. (CGTN)

The Kunming-based Yunnan University recently rolled 
out a diversity of low-fat light meals that gained popularity 
among the students and teachers therein. Prices of the meals 
range from 6 to 15 yuan per person, and the typical dishes 
are salad, egg, mashed potato, chicken and beef.

Jinping witnesses largest 
butterfly emergence in a 
decade
金平迎10年来最大规模“蝴蝶大爆发”  

 
Around 150 million butterflies emerged recently in a 

valley in southeast Yunnan’s Jinping County, making it the 
largest surge of butterflies here in a decade.

With a warm and humid climate all year round, the 
Butterfly Valley is home to over 400 butterfly species. From 
May to June each year, a spectacular "butterfly explosion" 
appears in the valley as caterpillars break out of cocoons in 
a short period. They appear in clusters in forests and along 
the streams and pathways, said Yang Zhenwen, a butterfly 
observer in the valley. (Xinhua) 

The southwestern Chinese 
province of Yunnan recently 
welcomed ambassadors from 23 
countries who were on a 4-day tour 
in Kunming City and Wenshan 
Zhuang and Miao Autonomous 
Prefecture.

During the visit, the diplomats 
looked into procinvial efforts in 
poverty elimination and ecological 
conservation, while enjoying 
traditional Chinese culture and 
Yunnan ethnic customs.  (Source: 
Yunnan Daily; Trans-editing by Wang 
Shixue)

Xinhua picture taken on April 
23 shows the lofty Jade-Dragon 
Snow Mountain in northwest 
Yunnan’s Lijing city.

Around 15 km north from 
the downtown Lijiang, the snow 
mountain  is  the  one c loses t 
to the equator in the Northern 

Hemisphere. It is so called because 
its 13 peaks that form a dragon-
like pattern. (Source: Xinhua; Trans-
editing by Wang Shixue)

Snow mountain landscape seen in Lijing City
丽江：峰耸入云 壮美玉龙 

Rice planting begins at Hani terraced fields
元阳：世界文化遗产哈尼梯田 "开秧门 "啦！

Yunnan welcomes 
ambassadors from 23 countries
23国驻华使节代表团到访云南   

University rolls out low-fat 
dishes for students
云南大学推出减脂轻食餐

Border county in Yunnan 
embraces new wave of 
blossoms
河口迎来新一波花团锦簇  
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Recent online picture shows the Baoshan-Longling 
freeway in southwest Yunnan’s Baoshan City, part of the 
Hangzhou-Ruili national highway. 

The 76km freeway passes through the Gaoligong 
Mountains and the grand Nujiang River valley, and its 
tunnels and bridges are named after the rare plants and 
animals in the mountains.

The Lujiangba service area on the Baolong freeway   
features some historic relics of the Chinese Expeditionary 
Force that was dispatched to Myanmar and India in support 
of the Allied efforts against the Japanese invaders during 
World War II. (Source: Yunnan Daily App; Trans-editing by 
Wang Shixue) 

Hailed as a “treasure trove of biodiversity”, the 
Lvshui River, a tributary on the left bank of the Red River, 
flows through the Mengzi, Pingbian and Gejiu localities 
in southern Yunnan Province, with a total length of 26.5 
kilometers and a basin area of 556 square kilometers.

Clear rivers, grand waterfalls, rare plants and stunning 
scenery can be seen in this forest. The Lvshui tropical 
rainforest is 90 kilometers away from Gejiu. The annual 
average temperature is 23℃, and the highest temperature is 
42℃.

The Lvshuihe tropical rain forest is part of the 
Daweishan national nature reserve, where more than 3,000 
species of rare tropical and subtropical plants and animals 
grow. It is possible that a small, insignificant tree near your 
feet is a “national treasure”. (Source: Gejiu Digital Media 
Center; Trans-editing by Mo Yingyi) 

All of the 15 tunnels that 
extend longer than ten kilometers 
on the Yunnan section of China-
Laos railway have been holed 
through as of May 6, when the 
11.6km Manmushu tunnel was 
drilled through.

In drilling the Manmushu 
tunnel, located in south Yunnan’s 
Mengla County, construction 
workers tackled complicated 
geological conditions, such as 
the deformation of soft rocks and 
noxious gas.

The Chinese section of the 

A herd of 15 wild Asian 
elephants entered Shiping County 
in south Yunnan’s Honghe Hani 
and Yi Autonomous Prefecture in 
the small hours of May 16, having 
wandered in the neighboring 

county of Yuanjiang for around one 
month.

The elephant herd wandered 
through the Shiping villages of 
Xiaohedi and Hongtudi, and they 
hid in an orange orchard and thick 

bush for quite a while till 14:00. 
None of the villagers was hurt and 
no property loss was caused thanks 
to in-time warning and evacuation 
by local monitors.  (Source: Yunnan 
Daily; Trans-editing by Wang Shixue)

Along wi th  the  upgrade 
of tourist services, the tourist 
consumer market  of  Yunnan 
province has witnessed strong 
revival during the just-concluded 
five-day May Day holiday from 
May 1 to 5.

“All the guest rooms of our 
seven hotels were booked up in 
early April, and our tour packages 
were popular among tourists from 

the first-tier Chinese cities of 
Beijing, Shanghai and others,” said 
Zhishi Qilin, CEO of the Songzan 
Culture and Tourist Group.

In the Three Parallel Rivers 
area in northwest Yunnan, the 
tourist group joined hands with 
photographers, and they rolled 
out brand new tourist packages 
that involved flower admiring and 
wildlife exploration.

S ta t i s t i c s  f rom the  Go-
Yunnan app showed that Shangri-
La and Lijiang stood out among 
the Yunnan destinations. The one-
day tours in Lijiang old town, 
the two-day tours to Lugu Lake 
and the rural life-style tours were 
all reserved during the holiday. 
(Source: Yunnan Daily; Trans-editing 
by Wang Shixue)

All tunnels over 10 km long
on China-Laos railway holed through
中老铁路10公里以上隧道全部贯通 

15 wild elephants wander into Shiping county
15头亚洲野象进入石屏县活动 

China-Laos railway involved a 
total of 93 tunnels and multiple 
bridges, and 92 of them are said to 

have been holed trough. (Source: 

Yunnan Daily; Trans-editing by Wang 
Shixue) 

Yunnan tourist market sees strong revival during holiday
云南旅游消费市场强劲复苏 

Bird view of Baolong 
freeway in SW Yunnan
鸟瞰保龙高速 

Riverside tropical 
rainforest seen 
in south Yunnan
世界锡都，还藏有如此绝美景致！ 
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□  本刊记者 祖红兵 韩佳咪 刘子语 胡丽仙

Writing by Zu Hongbing，Han Jiami, Liu Ziyu and Hu Lixian; Trans-editing by Zu Hongbing

自去年云南省提出打造半山酒店以来，各式主题的“半山酒店”便在在云南出现。如同散落在大

滇西旅游环线上的珍珠，这些“半山酒店”集自然资源、健康养生与娱乐设施为一体，

具有极强体验性和度假性等旅游功能，意在为游客提供多元化、个

性化的旅游服务及体验。如今，住半山酒店，正成为越

来越多游客来云南旅游的必体验项目。

Like pearls scattered along the West Yunnan Tourist Loop, the Banshan hotels, 

blending with their respective surrounding environment, are collections of healthcare and 

recreational facilities. Experience-centered, the hotels are resort-type ones providing 

diverse and personalized services for tourists. From last year on, Yunnan has built various 

types of Banshan hotels which are entitled as forest hotels, snow-mountain hotels and 

terraced field hotels. Now, checking in Banshan hotels are climbing onto the list of must-

do things of many tourists when they travel in Yunnan.

The amazing 
Banshan hotels in Yunnan
乐游云南，住半山酒店
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In Chinese ,  the  word “Banshan” 
literally means “half-mountain” and 
sounds the same as another word 

which has the meaning of “companion 
of mountains”. As the name suggests, 
the  Banshan  hote l s  a re  bui l t  in  the 
mountains or at the foot of them, while 
surrounded by beautiful views. As far as 
their functions are concerned, the hotels 
are experience-centered and vacation-
featured. Unique as they are, they have 
also become new tourist products of the 
province. Now, staying in Banshan hotels 
has gained popularity among tourists in 
Yunnan.

Situated close to the Pu’er Taiyang River 
National Forest Park, the Xiaoxiongmao 
Manor Hotel is the only lesser panda-themed 
hotel in China and dubbed by many tourists 
as “the hotel growing in forests”.

Last year, the phase-II project of 
the hotel went into operation. Unlike 
the phase-I which is marked by Chinese 
decorations, the new part is decorated and 
furnished in Southeast Asian styles. “As 
Pu’er City borders Southeast Asia, we have 
our considerations in this regard,” said Li 
Fucheng, assistant to the general manager 
of the hotel. He said the hotel blends two 
decoration styles to cater for different 
demands of domestic tourists and those from 
Southeast Asian countries.

Though the decoration style changes 
from phase-I to Phase-II, the Xiaoxiongmao 
Manor Hotel has never faltered in its pursuit 
of providing high-quality experience-
centered tourist products. To meet the needs 
of high-end customers, the hotel rolled out 
various products like forest trekking, ethnic 
cultural experience, and tea picking and 

making.
Xu Wenfeng is a local villager-turned 

staff member in Xiaoxiongmao. Talkative 
and hardworking, he has grown up to 
be a trekking guide of the hotel’s forest 
experiencing center. In different seasons, 
the center will organize different themed 
activities with biodiversity conservation 
as the core. The job of Xu Wenfeng and 
his colleagues is to guide the tourists 
through the forests, while introducing 
them knowledge about animals, plants 
and fungus.  The forest  t rekking has 
popularized bio-diversity knowledge and 
arouses tourists’ awareness of protecting 
bio-diversity.

“This job is a professional one and we 
need to update our knowledge each day,” Xu 
said he had consulted experts in Pu’er City 
in his leisure time in order to explain the 
knowledge of forest to tourists in a simple 
and vivid way. He added that the coming of 
tourists had also increased the bio-diversity 
protection awareness of local villagers. “It’s 
becoming a consensus among them that bio-

diversity is important for growing high-
quality tea.”

For two decades, the Songtsam Resort 
Group has been dedicating itself to creating 
holistic tourism products featuring “More 
Than Hotel” in Yunnan. And now Songtsam 
has got a clearer plan to promote its own 
integrative development in building Banshan 
hotels.

“Actually, Banshan hotels are tourist 
dest inat ions,” Zhishi  Qil in,  CEO of 
Songtsam, shared his views on the nature 
and function of Banshan hotels when 
receiving an interview by our reporters 
recently. According to him, Songtasm 
has promoted the integration between its 
own hotels with local natural landscapes, 
boutique hotels and culture. By doing so, 
the group has created unique experience-
centered tourist products like “Exploring 
the Three Parallel  Rivers”“Trekking 
through the Hengduan Mountains”and 
“Visiting Shangri-La”. He said that the 
“More Than Hotel” strategy proved to be 
successful.

“Wherever we built at Banshan hotels, 
we bear in mind the sustainable ideas of 
green, ecology, environmental protection and 
coexistence. Only by following these ideas 
can we build Banshan hotels into tourist 
destinations with idyllic beauty,” said the 
person in charge of Vinetree, an ecological 
tourism company. The case of Vinetree has 
set an example for Banshan hotel builders 
to uphold the principle of “harmony and co-
existence”.

Vinetree is now building and operating 
Banshan hotels in Honghe County, southeast 
Yunnan’s Honghe Hani and Yi Autonomous 
Prefecture. The hotel is composed of two 

parts, namely the Honghegu Tented Resort 
and the old Suhong Village. Built on the old 
site of a deserted Hani village and facing the 
Samaba Terraced Fields, the former has been 
put into operation in 2017, while the latter 
is still under renovation. In the Honghegu 
resort, all the 17 room tents stand on the 
original sites of old houses, retaining the 
characteristics of the old Hani village. The 
builders have taken into consideration both 
the tourists’ needs and the protection of the 
old village, making the resort part of the 
nature.

In the renovation of old Suhong Village, 
the traditional idea of “Human and nature 

live in harmony” of the Hani people is also 
adopted. The village is designed to feature 
one of the four elements (forest, village, 
terrace and river) that make up the typical 
ecological landscape of the Hani terraced 
fields. One of its aims is to pass on the Hani 
culture and traditions like bamboo-weaving, 
embroidery, rice-growing and pottery 
making.

Xiaopuxi is a village with 15 Jinuo 
households in Jinuoshan Township, Jinghong 
City, south Yunnan’s Xishuangbanna Dai 
Autonomous Prefecture. Located deep in 
the mountains, Xiaopuxi boasts good eco-
environment and well-preserved Jinuo 

Part of the nature
“生长”在自然中

More than hotel
不仅仅是酒店
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“We don’t have to make money far 
away from home while leading a better-off 
life in hometowns.” For many local farmers 
in Honghe County, the construction of 
Vinetree’s Banshan hotel has created jobs. 
From the building of Honghegu Tent Resort 
to the renovation of old Suhong Village, 
it has been Vinetree’s priority to hire local 
workers. Now, the tourism company is 
providing more jobs to locals. Each day, 50-
200 local people work in the renovation site 
of Suhong Village. And in the Honghegu 
Tent Resort, 95% of the personnel are from 
surrounding villages.

Banshan hotels have lent impetus to 
rural development and helped increase 
farmers’ income. Besides hiring local people, 
Xiaoxiongmao Manor Hotel has rolled out 

experience-centered tourist products which 
have promoted the development of local 
villages. For example, the Pu’er tea picking 
and making has brought in more income for 
locals.

In Dali, the Mutian-Shijian Yeshe 
Designers’ Hotel has built reciprocal 
economic relations with local people. For 
meeting the tourists’ need, the hotel joins 
hands with locals to provide experience-
centered  products  l ike  tea-making , 
handicraft-making and farming. Meanwhile, 
the hotel focuses on product designing, and 
entrusts local villagers with the making, so as 
to increase their income.

After the launch of construction of 
Xiaopuxi Hotel in Jinuo Township, local 
villagers are longing for a better future. Mu 

Dandan is the inheritor of plant dyeing of 
the Jinuo Kandao cloth. Besides dyeing 
cloth, Mu and her husband lead a life on 
tea picking, tea making and rubber tapping. 
Thinking about that the Banshan hotel 
may invite in more tourists, the couple is 
planning to build a homestay where tourists 
can experience cloth dying, tea-picking and 
making.

For Zhishi Qilin, the Songtsam Banshan 
hotel has established connectivity with local 
farmers. He said that though the Banshan 
hotels are not large in size, they served as 
engines for local development. “We hire 
local people. Meanwhile we also promote 
local industrial development and cultural 
protection. What we are doing is to the 
benefit of rural revitalization,” he said.

Helping rural revitalization
助力乡村振兴

culture. For the villagers, April 10 of this 
year is a day worth commemorating. On 
that day, the Xiaopuxi Ecological and Smart 
Hotel, the first Banshan hotel in Jinuoshan 
Township, started construction in the village. 
And it will be put into operation in June.

From the very start of its planning, 
ecology and smartness are designed as its 
intrinsic nature of the Xiaopuxi Hotel. “The 
good eco-environment and well-preserved 
Jinuo culture are the most valuable assets 
of Xiaopuxi. The very first day we came to 
Xiaopuxi, we have been thinking to build 
the hotel as an inseparable part of local eco-
environment, the village and the culture,” 
said Fu Congwei, deputy general manager 
of the Xband Culture and Tourism Group, 
which is one of the investors of the hotel.
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Three generations, one mission
For 15 years, the senior, mid-aged and young water treatment specialists from Shanghai Jiaotong University 
have made endless efforts to protect the Erhai Lake

洱海边的治水人
□ 念新洪 / 文 赵普凡 丁凝 / 图 

Writing by Nian Xinhong; Photos by Zhao Pufan and Ding Ning; Trans-editing by Wang Shixue 

Since 2006, the senior, mid-aged and young water 
treatment specialists with the Shanghai-based Jiaotong 
University have settled down near the Erhai Lake, 
implementing a diversity of eco-projects that involved 
sewage disposal,  wet-land construction and water 
improvement at estuaries. Like labyrinths for ecological 
purification, the projects in operation have effectively 
improved quality of the water to be emptied into the lake. 
Now, Erhai features lucid waters and picturesque lakeside 
views. In 2020, the Erhai water quality was graded at Class II 
for seven months.

自 2006 年以来，来自上海交通大学的老中青三代“治水人”

就扎根大理洱海边，主导实施了一系列工程项目，涉及污水处理、

湿地建设、湖湾水环境改善等多个方面。这些运转有效的工程项

目，如同一座“生态迷宫”，持续净化和提升着入湖水质。如今

的洱海，水光万顷，风景如画。2020 年，洱海全湖水质实现 7

个月Ⅱ类。
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A three-generation relay 
老中青三代接力

At the Shanghai-based Jiaotong University, there circulates a story of “The Old Man and 
the Sea.” Here, the old man refers to Professor Kong Hainan at the School of Environmental 
Science and Engineering, while the sea denotes Yunnan’s Erhai Lake thousands of miles 
away from the university.

In the years of 1996 and 2003, bulks of blue-green algae emerged in Erhai twice, and 
the acute worsening in water quality gave rise to concerns at the national level. In 2006, 
Kong Hainan, aged over 50 then, became the person in charge of the Erhai Water Pollution 
Control and Treatment, a national key project. Since then, Kong has left his footprints in 
all the villages and near all the brooks in the basin. While treating the lake to the best of 
his academic capacity, Kong was frequently tortured by the recurrence of his heart disease. 
Shortly after the Erhai project passed the acceptance check, Kong returned to Shanghai, 
where he underwent two heart surgeries.

Later, the old man’s heavy burden was shouldered by the younger Wang Xinze, who 
also comes from the Shannghai Jiaotong University but was born in the 1970s. As early as in 
2007, Wang joined the old man Kong in carrying out the national water treatment project for 
Erhai. When the project was finished, both the university and the Dali government hoped to 
keep the panel in treating and protecting the lake. In 2004, the Yunnan Dali Research Institute 
of Shanghai Jiaotong University was established, and Wang was appointed president.

When we first met him the other day, Wang just came back from a renovation site near 
the Erhai lake, with sweat beads on his tanned face and a worn backpack on the shoulders. 
“Young people familiar with me would, in secret, compare me to a migrant construction 
worker,” said Wang, looking a little slovenly and ridiculing himself.

The so-called youngsters by Wang are actually 30 plus water-treatment specialists at the 
Dali research institute. Born in the 1980s and 90s, the energetic young scholars station near 
the lake all year round, continuing writing the story of “The Old Man and the Sea.”

Weariness rid of by zest
 “热爱就不觉得累了！”

In general, the water sampling and data analysis at the Dali research institute are carried 
on a weekly basis. During the seasonal switching periods of April to May and November to 
December, however, the frequency would increase, with the maximum being once a day.

At around 9:00 am, a ship would set sail from the Dali wharf, moving eastward. On the 
vessel, there were a variety of bottles and jars, as well as some unknown instruments. The 
passengers on the ship consisted of researchers from the Yunnan Dali Research Institute of 
Shanghai Jiaotong University. As usual, they were expected to finish 38 water samplings and 
analyses at 19 locations.

Six minutes later, the vessel reached the first destination and was put to a full stop. No 
sooner had Wang assigned the tasks than two young men rushed out of the cabin, doing water 
sampling at the deck. It is stipulated that the two samples should be respectively taken at 0.5 
meter below the water surface and 0.5 meter above the lakebed. Some of the water samples 
will be sifted, while others will be mixed with reagents. All the samples will be poured into 
the numbered bottles and jars.

Meanwhile, another three researchers got increasingly busy in the cabin: measuring the 
values of PH, DO (dissolved oxygen) and temperature and observing the alga varieties and 
amounts. Two minutes later, the vessel set out again for the next stop.

When the researchers finished all the water samplings, analyses and recordings at 19 
stops, it was 4:30pm. In the meantime, they landed only once for a short break and a boxed 
meal.

In the evening, the young fellows put away all the bottles and jars and carried them back 
to the lab, where the 38 water samples were pretreated, with the nitrogen and phosphorus 
indexes analyzed. At the same time, Wang Xinze hurried to the headquarters for a regular 
meet, reporting on water quality, alga types and more.

At 10:30pm, they collected all the 494 values that day. Wang, having finished the 
meeting, returned to the lab, double-checked the water-quality table and sent it to the 
headquarters. Finally, he called it a day. It was dark and cold when Wang walked out of the 
lab. At the question of whether he is tired or not, Wang shook his head and said: “you can 
never be tired so long as you have zest in it.”

Since August 2017, water sampling has been persisting to collect data for scientific 
research. The data also helped the management a lot in knowing the lake water conditions in 
time, so that actions were taken accordingly.

Besides water sampling, the old, mid-aged and young specialists in water treatment 
also implemented a diversity of eco-projects near the Erhai Lake. Like labyrinths for eco-
purification, the projects in operation have effectively improved quality of the water to be 
emptied into the lake. In 2020, the Erhai water quality was graded at Class II for seven 
months, and in the 13th Five-Year Plan period (2016-2020) the water quality was Class II for 
32 months. No alga in bulk was recorded.

The Erhai Lake, also the second largest freshwater lake in Yunnan 
province, is located in west Yunnan’s Dali Bai Autonomous Prefecture. 
The lake is a renowned destination among domestic and international 
tourists, and the public care about changes of the water quality therein. 

To ensure Erhai’s water quality and safety, a panel of water treatment specialists 
from Shanghai Jiaotong University settled near the lake, and in purifying the lake 
area, they carried out water sampling and data analysis two or three times a week.
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20 years on, Li keeps 
painting rural Kunming    

自 2000 年接触农民画以来，

昆明市官渡区画家李月仙就笔耕不

辍，坚持用画笔展现农村生产生活。

在她笔下，有昆明周边村寨的小水

塘、有赶着牛车的农户、有成群玩

耍的孩子、有年迈的爷爷教孙子学

写毛笔字……每一副画背后都有一

个农村的故事。

Since getting to know the 

farmer painting in 2000, Li 

Shuixian, a painter from Guandu 

District in Kunming City, has 

been portraying the rural scenes 

of production and living. Li 

depicted typical scenes in rural 

Kunming: pond near a village, 

farmer driving a cattle cart, 

playful children in the village, 

farmers picking pears, oldie 

grandpa teaching kids brush 

writing… Behind each scene, Li 

has a story to tell.

□  张琳 / 文  孟志刚 / 图

In the golden autumn, yellow wheat is billowing in the breeze, 
and farmers are busy. Wearing straw hats and rolling up their 
trousers, they began to harvest the wheat in the fields. At a 
farmer’s court yard, a hen is leading a flock of chicks, foraging 

under the melon vines, on a bamboo chair, or elsewhere…
These are the hometown scenes with which Li Shuixian was 

familiar in her childhood. Along with the progression of urbanization, 
however, the scenes are gradually getting blurred. As a painter, 
Li wants to have them preserved, and she thus kicked off her long 
artistic creation of vivid farmer paintings.

Rural scenes portrayed
用画笔展现农村风貌

In a square room, there stood a rectangular working table, on 
which lie brushes, paper, paints, a palette and others. Usually, Li 
paints here, seated at the table for seven or eight hours daily till 
darkness falls.

Li Shuixian showed us some of her paintings, which are colorful, 
wild in expressions and diverse in contents. Some are bustling meal 
scenes on pig-slaughter day ahead of the Spring Festival, some 
present the terraced paddy fields, while others depict the warm scenes 
of family making Zongzi, a Chinese rice-pudding. All the pictures are 
vivid and lively.

Hailed as the art form particular to Chinese farmers, the farmer 
painting covers flowers, birds, insects, fish, folklores, landscapes, 
folk customs, and change of times. It is a faithful expression of the 
vivid faces and lively scenes in rural China.

Li Shuixian majored traditional Chinese painting at first, 
and by chance she joined a training program on the farmer 
painting in 2000. At the sight of the unique style and the 
exaggerated expressions of farmer painting, Li was at loss for 
she had got accustomed to the expressions of traditional Chinese 
painting. Having pondered about it  for two days, Shuixian 
managed to pick up her brush, and rested on her experiences 
in decorative paintings, she finally finished her first farmer 
painting. Unexpectedly, the painting brought Li the third place at 
Kunming’s First Art Festival, and she was greatly encouraged. As 
a result, Li embarked on setting on paper the rural scenes she had 
been familiar with. Scene after scene, she’s still painting now. In 
2015, she was recognized as inheritor of the farmer painting in 
Kunming City.

20 年，她用画笔留住“乡愁”
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Familiarity out of faithfulness
以“真实”绘出熟悉的味道

Li Shuixian once created a set of paintings on the Archway of 
Golden Horse and Jade Rooster, which is a symbol of Kunming 
sights. Consisting of 13 pictures, the painting set cost her around 
one year.

“As soon as I received the artistic task, I began to review 
the literature in depth. Having known about the history of the 
archway, I began the art design, pondered about it, and finally 
picked up the brush.” Li said that the farmer painting mostly 
covers the living and production scenes familiar to the folks, so it 
should firstly get down to the earth. “To be faithful to the realities, 
the painter needs to be careful in testifying the assumption, so 
that emotional resonance could be evoked among the audiences.

In her artistic design, Li focused her attention on the typical 
scenes in rural Kunming: pond near a village, farmer driving a 
cattle cart, playful children in the village, farmers picking pears, 
oldie grandpa teaching kids brush writing… Behind each scene, 
Li has a story to tell.

Li Shuixian said while others just saw the sights with their 
bare eyes, she preferred to record them with a camera and keep 
things in mind for art design. The photos on sight-seeing tours are 
good stuff for her painting. Li’s friends know about her hobby, 
and they’d also send Li pictures whenever they came across 
something interesting.

Li’s painting career has extended for 30 plus years. Now, 
Li will feel something wrong if she doesn’t touch the brush 
for a single day. At leisure, she also teaches kids painting. 
“People in the neighborhood know that I’m good at painting 
farmers, so some took the children to me for the art. For the 
time being, I have several students.” Li Shuixian said so long 
there’s someone willing to learn, she could offer free teaching 
and even free brushes or paper. As an inheritor of the art form, 
Li hoped that the farmer painting could be known to and learned 
by more people.
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From material choice 

to beef cutting and from 

vinegar soak to roasting, 

the Wenshan sour beef is of 

seemingly plain but actually 

particular steps. “In making 

the sour beef, one should 

choose the lean meat that is 

cut into thin slices two thirds 

as long as the bamboo 

sticks. It is hard to string 

up shorter slices, while the 

thicker slices cannot be 

thoroughly soaked by the 

vinegar.

从牛肉的选料到牛肉的切

片，从酸醋浸泡到整个烧烤过

程，文山酸牛肉烧烤每一道工

序看似简单，其实都十分讲究。

牛肉要选瘦肉，要切成占签子

三分之二长度的薄片，切短

了不好穿，切厚了醋泡

不透，很难入味 ......

Beef roasted with vinegar 
酸牛肉烧烤：当牛肉遇上酸醋

Writing by Xu Hualing; Photos by Ji Guiqiong; Trans-editing by Wang Shixue

□ 徐华陵 吉桂琼 陆燕  文 / 图

In southeast  Yunnan’s Wenshan 
Zhuang and Maio Autonomous Prefecture, 
people enjoy sour and hot dishes. In the 
eyes of locals, the most locally-featured 
night life begins with the sour beef.

Wang Tian, a Wenshan native, has 
been a foodie since childhood, having 
tasted most of the special snacks in the 
prefecture. Now, Wang has opened a “Super 
Sour Beef” barbecue shop. “I like eating, 
and I also study on diet.” Wang said that 
the sour vinegar can make beef tender, and 
thus it is good to match vinegar with beef -- 
a meat that gets harder easily.

“In making the sour beef, lean meat 
is chosen. The lean beef is first cut into 

bits, which are further cut into thin slices 
two thirds as long as the bamboo sticks. 
If the slices are short, it won’t be easy 
to string them up. If the slices are thick, 
they won’t be thoroughly soaked by 
the vinegar,” said Wang Cong, younger 
brother of Wang Tian. While talking with 
the visitors, Wang Cong, who is also 
manager of the beef shop, put the thinly-
cut beef slices onto the sticks. When the 
beef strings were fully soaked and the 
red pepper powder was sprinkled, the 
roasting began.

Grilled by the charcoal fire, the beef 
began sizzling with oil, spiciness assailing 
the nostrils. “Strong fire will get the beef 
burned, weak fire will make it pliable, 
so it is best to have the beef moderately 
heated,” said Wang Tian, soaking the 
grilled beef with vinegar. “After the grilled 
beef is soaked in vinegar once more, it will 
be put back to the fire, with pepper powder 
sprinkled. At last, it can be served onto the 
table.”

Being cooled down by vinegar, the 
raw beef strings do not emit steam, but 
the aroma of the grilled sour beef has 
gone far beyond the kitchen. “A bite 

on the beef strung on the stick, the 
diner can only sense its tastiness 

via thorough chewing.” 
Wang Tian revealed her 
tasting tip as a foodie.
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Writing by Yang Xiujie; Trans-editing by Wang Shixue 

Hemu Village: where 
camellia flowers vie for 
fragrance

腾冲市和睦村距腾冲城 18 公里，距腾冲火山国家地质公园 6 公里。这个高海拔的传统村

落生长着 4 万多株红花油茶树。每年 12 月至次年 3 月是红花油茶花期，整个和睦村便被火红

的茶花点缀。村民们不仅享受了红花油茶带来的绝美风景，还将红花油茶的药用、食用价值发

挥到了极致。此外，由于特殊的地质构造，和睦村周边遍布大量火山石，村中大多数人家的墙

基柱础用的都是火山石。村民认为，这是大自然慷慨赐予他们的又一笔财富。

□ 杨秀杰 / 文 孟志刚 / 图

和睦村：茶花香 茶油更香

The Hemu village in Tengchong sits 18 kilometers from the county town, or 6km off 

the Tengchong national volcanic geo-park. More than 40,000 camellia oil trees grow in 

the traditional Hemu village with high altitude. The camellia oil trees bloom yearly from 

December to March, decorating the whole village with fiery-red petals. While admiring 

the spectacular blooming sight, the villagers also brought into full play the medicinal 

and edible values of the oil-tea trees with red flowers. Thanks to their geological 

features, the surrounding areas of Hemu village abound in volcanic stones. Most of the 

bases of the walls and pillars in their houses are made out of the stones. The villagers 

take the stones as a grace from Mother Nature.

C o m p a r e d  w i t h 
other tourist  destinations 
i n  s o u t h w e s t  Yu n n a n ’s 
Tengchong City, the Hemu 
village is a little quieter. For 
most sightseers, it seems to 
be an ordinary tourist village 
for a short break. For the 
shutterbugs, however, the 
village is good for a daylong 
stay, when they have enough 
time to cover the camellia oil 
trees (oil-tea trees with red 
flowers) and the traditional 
folk settlement under full 
preservation.

Hemu Village is home to 
40,000 plus camellia oil trees, 
of which 5,000 are over 200 
years old, with the maximum 
age of 800 years. The camellia 
oil trees bloom yearly from 
December to March, when 
farm houses of the village 
are surrounded by lush trees 
with red flowers. The dazzling 
flowers vie for brilliance on 
the slope, at the land corner, 
near the house… Strolling 
on the winding trails, visitors 
can enjoy bird chirpings and 
flower scents, typical elements 
of a pastoral tour.

A f t e r  t h e  b l o o m i n g 
season, come the camellia 
fruits from which oil tea can 
be extracted. The oil is clear 
and nourishing. During the oil-
extracting season, the villagers 
dried camellia fruit, mashed 
it, steamed it and took out its 
oil with a physical method. 

The air over the village is 
permeated with fragrance of 
the oil. According to seniors 
in the village, the extracted tea 
oil used to be a rare and dear 
food in the gone-by days of 
material scarcity. The cost of 
500g oil is equivalent to that 
of the hard labor for one day 
and a half. Now a ballad is 
still popular in the village: “Be 
it golden fruit or silver fruit, 
it’s not as good as our camellia 
fruit; Be it olive oil or rape-
seed oil, it’s not as fine as 
mom’s ancient tea oil.”

Thanks to  i ts  special 
g e o l o g i c a l  f e a t u r e s ,  t h e 
surrounding areas of Hemu 
village abound in volcanic 
stones. The villagers are good 
at making use of the natural 
materials, and most of the 
bases of the walls and pillars 
of their houses are made out 
of the stones. “Our houses 
are based on the volcanic 
stones, and so are the roads 
in the village.” Duan Yifeng, 
a  l o c a l  v i l l a g e r  s a i d  i n 
Tengchong city, folks carved 
out of the volcanic stones 
a  d ivers i ty  of  household 
wares: water tank, millstone, 
flower stand, stove façade, 
and mashing pot. Hard and 
durable, the stones are sound 
building materials, and mosses 
cannot easily take root on it 
even in humid conditions. The 
villagers take the stones as a 
grace from Mother Nature.
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